Abstract. -I verify the existence of right Bousfield localizations of right semimodel categories, and I apply this to construct a model of the homotopy limit of a left Quillen presheaf as a right semimodel category.
A taxonomy of homotopy theory
It is necessary to establish some general terminology for categories with weak equivalences and various bits of extra structure. This terminology includes such arcane and baroque concepts as structured homotopical categories and semimodel categories.
1.0. -Suppose X a universe.
Structured homotopical categories. -Here I define the general notion of structured homotopical categories. Structured homotopical categories contain lluf subcategories of cofibrations, fibrations, and weak equivalences, satisfying the easiest conditions on model categories. Definition 1.1. -Suppose (C, wC) a homotopical X-category equipped with two lluf subcategories cof C and fib C.
(1.1.1) Morphisms of cof C (respectively, of fib C) are called cofibrations (resp., fibrations). (1.1.2) Morphisms of w cof C := wC ∩ cof C (respectively, of w fib C := wC ∩ fib C) are called trivial cofibrations (resp., trivial fibrations). (1.1.3) Objects X of C such that the morphism ∅ / / X (respectively, the morphism X / / ⋆ ) is an element of cof C (resp., of fib C) are called cofibrant (resp. fibrant ); the full subcategory comprised of all such objects will be denoted C c (resp., C f ). (1.1.4) In the context of a functor E / / C , a morphism (respectively, an object) of E will be called a C-weak equivalence, a C-cofibration, or a C-fibration (resp., C-cofibrant or C-fibrant ) if its image under E / / C is a weak equivalence, a cofibration, or a fibration (resp., cofibrant or fibrant) in C, respectively. The full subcategory of E comprised of all C-cofibrant (respectively, C-fibrant) objects will be denoted E C,c (resp., E C,f ). (1.1.5) One says that (C, wC, cof C, fib C) is a structured homotopical X-category if the following axioms hold.
(1.1.5.1) The category C contains all limits and colimits.
(1.1.5.
2) The subcategories cof C and fib C are closed under retracts.
3) The set cof C is closed under pushouts by arbitrary morphisms; the set fib C is closed under pullbacks by arbitrary morphisms.
Lemma 1.2. -The data (C, wC, cof C, fib C) is a structured homotopical Xcategory if and only if the data (C op , w(C op ), cof(C op ), fib(C op )) is as well, wherein
1.3. -One commonly refers to C alone as a structured homotopical category, omitting the explicit reference to the data of wC, cof C, and fib C.
Semimodel categories. -Semimodel categories are structured homotopical categories that, like model categories, include lifting and factorization axioms, but only for particular morphisms. I now turn to a sequence of standard results from the homotopy theory of model categories, suitably altered to apply to semimodel categories. I learned nearly all of the following ideas and results from M. Spitzweck and his thesis [7] . Definition 1.5. -Suppose C and E two structured homotopical X-categories.
(1.5.1) An adjunction
is a left E-semimodel X-category if the following axioms hold.
(1.5.1.1) The right adjoint U C preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations.
(1.5.1.2) Any cofibration of C with E-cofibrant domain is an E-cofibration.
(1.5.1.
3) The initial object ∅ of C is E-cofibrant.
(1.5.1.4) In C, any cofibration has the left lifting property with respect to any trivial fibration, and any fibration has the right lifting property with respect to any trivial cofibration with E-cofibrant domain. (1.5.1.5) There exist functorial factorizations of any morphism of C into a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration and of any morphism of C with E-cofibrant domain into a trivial cofibration followed by a fibration. (1.5.2) An adjunction
is a right E-semimodel X-category if the corresponding adjunction
is a left E-semimodel X-category.
(1.5.3) One says that C is a(n) (absolute) left semimodel X-category if the identity adjunction
op is a left semimodel X-category.
(1.5.5) One says that C is a model X-category if it is both a left and right semimodel X-category.
1.6. -By the usual abuse, I refer to C alone as the E-left semimodel or E-right semimodel X-category, omitting explicit mention of the adjunction.
-Consider a pair of composable adjunctions of structure homotopical
then if under these adjunctions C is a left (resp., right) E-semimodel category, and D is a left (resp., right) E-semimodel category, then C is a left (resp., right) Dsemimodel category under the composite.
Proof. -By duality it suffices to prove the statement for left semimodel categories, and since any D-cofibrant object of C is also E-cofibrant, the result follows immediately.
Lemma 1.8. -The following are equivalent for a structured homotopical category C.
(
Proof. -To be a left ⋆-semimodel category is exactly to have the lifting and factorization axioms with no conditions on the source of the morphism, hence to be a right semimodel category as well. The dual assertion follows as usual.
Lemma 1.9.
-Suppose E a structured homotopical category, C a left (respectively, right) E-semimodel X-category.
has the left lifting property with respect to every trivial fibration (resp., every trivial fibration with E-fibrant codomain) if and only if i is a cofibration.
(1.9.2) Any morphism i : K / / L with E-cofibrant domain K (resp., any morphism f : K / / L ) has the left lifting property with respect to every fibration if and only if i is a trivial cofibration.
(1.9.3) Any morphism p : Y / / X with E-cofibrant domain Y (resp., any morphism p : Y / / X ) has the right lifting property with respect to every trivial cofibration with E-cofibrant domain (resp., every trivial cofibration) if and only if p is a fibration.
(1.9.4) A morphism p : Y / / X (resp., a morphism p : Y / / X with E-fibrant codomain) has the right lifting property with respect to every cofibration if and only if p is a trivial fibration.
Proof. -This follows immediately from the appropriate factorization axioms along with the retract argument. 
there is a lift to a diagram
By assumption there is a lift of the exterior quadrilateral, and this provides a lift of the interior square as well.
-Suppose E a left semimodel Xcategory, and suppose C a left E-semimodel X-category. Suppose f, g : B / / X two maps in C. (
(1.11.9) Dually, if A is E-cofibrant, X is fibrant and E-cofibrant, and k : A / / B is either a trivial cofibration with A D-cofibrant or a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects, then k induces a bijection
The obvious dual statements for right semimodel and E-right semimodel categories also hold. Corollary 1.12.
-Suppose E a left (respectively, right) semimodel X-category, C a left E-semimodel (resp., right E-semimodel) X-category. Then Ho C is an X-category. Definition 1.13. -Suppose E a left (respectively, right) semimodel X-category, C a left E-semimodel (resp., right E-semimodel) X-category; suppose h a homotopy class of morphisms of C. Then a morphism f of C is said to be a representative of h if the images of f and h are isomorphic as objects of the arrow category (Ho M)
1 .
Definition 1.14.
-Suppose E a structured homotopical category.
(1.14.1) Suppose C and C ′ two left (respectively, right) E-semimodel X-categories. Then an adjunction
is a Quillen adjunction if U preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations (resp., if F preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations). (1.14.2) Suppose C and C ′ two left or right E-semimodel categories, and suppose
a Quillen adjunction. Then the left derived functor LF of F is the right (1) Kan extension of the composite
along the functor C / / Ho C, and, dually, the right derived functor RU of U is the left Kan extension of the composite
-Suppose E a structured homotopical category, and suppose C and C ′ two left or right semimodel E-categories, and suppose -Suppose E a homotopical X-category, and suppose C a left (respectively, right) E-semimodel X-category. Suppose, in addition, that λ is a regular X-small cardinal.
(1.16.1) One says that C is λ-tractable if the underlying X-category of C is locally λ-presentable, and if there exist X-small sets I and J of morphisms of C λ ∩C E,c (resp., of C λ ) such that the following hold.
(1.16.1.1) A morphism (resp., a morphism with E-fibrant codomain) satisfies the right lifting property with respect to I if and only if it is a trivial fibration. (1.16.1.2) A morphism satisfies the right lifting property with respect to J if and only if it is a fibration. (1.16.2) An X-small full subcategory C 0 of C is homotopy λ-generating if every object of C is weakly equivalent to a λ-filtered homotopy colimit of objects of C 0 . One says that C is X-tractable just in case there exists a regular X-small cardinal λ for which it is λ-tractable. Likewise, an X-small full subcategory C 0 of C is homotopy X-generating if and only if for some sound X-doctrine λ, C 0 is homotopy λ-generating.
1.17. -If C is a model category, then C is λ-tractable [1, 1.3.1] if and only if the underlying left E-semimodel category of C is so. Observe, however, that a model category whose underlying right semimodel category is X-tractable need not be Xtractable.
The Reedy semimodel structure. -If A is a Reedy category and M a left (respectively, right) semimodel category, the category M A of diagrams A / / M has a Reedy left (resp., right) semimodel structure. The proofs of the results below are similar to the proofs of the classical results for model categories, save only that one must periodically insert the phrases "with cofibrant domain" (resp., "with fibrant codomain"). I will therefore leave the proofs as an exercise. 1.18. -Suppose X a universe, M a left (respectively, right) semimodel X-category. A has its injective left (resp., right) semimodel structure, in which the weak equivalences and cofibrations are defined objectwise. 
is a Quillen adjunction between the projective left (resp., right) semimodel categories. (1.20.2) If A and B are inverse categories, then the adjunction
is a Quillen adjunction between the injective left (resp., right) semimodel categories.
A is a cofibration or trivial cofibration in the projective left (resp., right) semimodel structure if and only if for any object α of A, the induced morphism
A is a fibration or trivial fibration in the injective left (resp., right) semimodel structure if and only if for any object α of A, the induced morphism 
The dreaded right Bousfield localization
The right Bousfield localization of a model category M relative to a set of objects K is ordinarily defined as a model category R K M equipped with a right Quillen functor M / / R K M satisfying a universal property dual to that of left Bousfield localizations.
Existence theorem. -Suppose X a universe, M an X-cofibrantly generated model category, and K an X-small set of objects of M. There does not appear to be an existence theorem for R K M unless M is right proper. If i : A / / B is a Kcolocal cofibration of and p : Y / / X is a K-colocal trivial fibration, it is necessary to show that for any diagram This leads one to the following observation: if one only seeks the left lifting property of K-colocal cofibrations with respect to K-colocal trivial fibrations with fibrant codomain, then the right properness of M is unnecessary here.
Likewise, the small object argument immediately provides factorizations into cofibrations followed by trivial fibrations when the codomain is fibrant. It is the existence of such factorizations for any morphism that requires right properness [6, Proposition 5.3.5] .
Upon inspection of the standard proofs of the existence of R M for M right proper, one can confirm that these are the only places where right properness is used. Hence R K M exists as a right M-semimodel category, even if M is not right proper.
Thus, a simple modification of the traditional proof shows that R K M exists as a right M-semimodel category for any X-cofibrantly generated model category M (or in fact for any model X-category M satisfying Christensen and Isaksen's weaker condition [5, Hypothesis 2.4]), and that, as a right M-semimodel category, R K M is X-cofibrantly generated as well.
(3) Here I give a complete proof of the existence of R K M as an X-tractable right C-semimodel category for any X-tractable right semimodel category C.
2.1. -Suppose E a right semimodel X-category, C an X-tractable right Esemimodel X-category, and K a set of isomorphism classes of objects of Ho C. Definition 2.2. -(2.2.1) If H is a set of homotopy classes of morphisms of C, a right Bousfield localization of C with respect to H is a right C-semimodel Xcategory C / / R H C that is initial among right C-semimodel X-categories F : C / / D with the property that for any f representing a class in H, RF (f ) is an isomorphism of Ho N.
(3) If R K M happens to be a model category, it does not seem to follow that R K M will be cofibrantly generated as a model category, unless some very strong conditions on M are satisfied, e.g., that every object of M be fibrant. not have an example that exhibits it. In any case it is certainly the weaker of these
Since f ′ is a weak equivalence of R K C, so is p. Now f ′ is a trivial cofibration of R K C and by the previous result has the left lifting property with respect to p. The retract argument now implies that f ′ is a retract of p and is thus a trivial cofibration of C. Since f ′ = i • f , and both f ′ and i are weak equivalences of C, it follows that f is a
Proof. -The proof that the right C-semimodel structure described here has the universal property required of a right Bousfield localization is well known, and is [6, Proposition 3.3.18].
Corollary 2.20. -A cofibrant-fibrant object of C is K-colocal if and only if it can be written as a homotopy colimit (in C) of a diagram of representatives of elements of K.
Proof. -The proof is in fact identical to the one given by Hirschhorn [6, §5.5]. For any object A of C, the functor
turns homotopy colimits into homotopy limits; hence any homotopy colimit of Kcolocal objects is again K-colocal. On the other hand, one verifies easily that any I RK C -cell complex can be written as a homotopy colimit of objects of K.
Application: The homotopy limit of left Quillen presheaves. -Elsewhere [1, Theorem 2.44] I have constructed a model category the plays the role of the homotopy limit of a right Quillen presheaf, which I constructed by taking a left Bousfield localization of a projective model structure. Here I define a right semimodel category structure on the category of left sections of a left Quillen presheaf that plays the role of the homotopy limit; it is a right Bousfield localization of an injective model structure.
2.21. -Suppose X a universe. Suppose K and X-small category, and suppose F an X-tractable left Quillen presheaf on K.
Definition 2.22. -A left section (X, φ) of F is said to be homotopy cartesian if for any morphism f : ℓ / / k of K, the morphism
is an isomorphism of Ho F ℓ .
Theorem 2.23. -There exists an X-tractable right semimodel structure on the category Sect L F -the homotopy limit structure Sect Proof. -It suffices to find an X-small set G of cofibrant homotopy cartesian left sections of F such that any homotopy cartesian left section of F can be written as a homotopy colimit of elements of G, for then Sect If K is a discrete category, then the injective model category of left sections of F is isomorphic to the product model category k∈K F k , and every left section is homotopy cartesian.
For K arbitrary, the model category Sect
